
Hello everybody, 

 A big thank you to ALL, who made their way to our sale. You did not hate the heat, any traffic jams 

and came to us very relaxed and happy. So it is easy to create a harmonious atmosphere, I hope we 

did our job well and you felt at home with us and well looked after. 

 

Thank you, too, for trusting us now and not just coming for the first two days. We always try to add 

new "highlights" for every day. But so "crowded" sale days had their own charm, because so many 

Ravelry members met and got to know each other (psst, I did not really say that, didn’t I? ;-)). 

A novelty at this sale, we opened our shop in the morning for you. A dear employee from the office 

had agreed to jump in there. 

  

Nicolor and Bodolina had a common booth with us the first days. Girls that was great, thank you! 

Nicolor creates really unusual designs that can handle even large sizes very well, and absolutely 

obvious pattern descriptions. Her theme is maximum freedom (regarding the pattern and the wool 

used). Maybe you all know our Bodolina and she invented an incredibly beautiful, high-quality design 

to eliminate your knitting needle chaos. 

 

AND too many viruses were scattered again, you know what I mean? I saw so many great sweaters or 

shawls and I want to knit them all. 

 

The input at the sale was not limited to knitting patterns, I was also asked for men's colorful???? 

Men's colorful is just gray, easy to combine, but still boring. It just does not work for me, so I'm 

experimenting a bit longer to create the right men's color. What is coming now? Of course a blast . 

I colored a yellow and let me say that it is exactly the mustard yellow that the hipster community in 

Pfaffenhofen discovered for themselves. Okay Pfaffenhofen is not the navel of the world, but the 

mustard yellow is really beautiful. 



 

 

For all of you, who could not come to our beautiful Pfaffenhofen for the sale, and of course for those 

who were there and still have not enough, there will be soon our online sale. From the 16th to the 

25th of July you can order NIPs for color families in the online shop. Which qualities and color 

families this time will be for you at the start, we will announce in time to you. 

 

In addition, I would like to start a new action with you from July on, which my son Tobias has come 

up with. I cannot say too much yet, just a preview: Tell all your knitting fellows about the Wollmeise 

yarn, the colors, the quality etc. For each new registration and order in our shop, there will be a great 

reward for you. You will find more details soon in your orders and on our website.  

So for now I have to dye rewards and roll up new Wollmeisen rolls  

 

"Keep cool and knit on!" & Have a wonderful "Day of knitting" 

Your Wollmeise 


